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I believe if a pebble is thrown upward
I can pierce the sky
I believe if I dive right into the depth
I can swim with the sharks
This is what I have always believed in. If we try and work hard for
achieving something, we would surely cross all the hurdles and
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achieve it. The same way, with the dream of achieving something
great, I started off as a little
girl from Dombivali (Thane). While in
Isabella’s!
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Tree StadiumICSE School. I completed my
Dombivali, I went to Abhinavat Pine
Vidyalay
23 Main Street Omaha, Nebraska
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pre-primary and primary education
there. That school had prepared
my base for achieving something great. Even in my primary education,
I always topped the class. But yes, I was not ‘book worm’. I used to
play at least one hour daily.
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`I had joined ‘Rhythm Riders Academy’ and had learned and enjoyed dancing under
guidance of Mr. Tejas Thakkar. I had came out to be an excellent dancer. And With this
came an opportunity to dance with and meet many celebrities like Shah Rukh Khan,
Anushaka Sharma, Navjoyt Singh Siddhu, Mandira Bedi, Shaan, Aadesh Shrivastav,
Ganesh Acharya, Vaibhavi Marchant, Karishma Tanna etc. At the dance sets, I had got
‘Star’ treatment and really enjoyed it. It was marvelous experience.
Years went by and I completed my primary education at Abhivanv Vidayalaya. My
parents had recognised spark in me, for my better education
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shifted to
Bhandup (Mumbai). I got admission in ‘Pawar Public School’ on merit. I joined this
school in 6th standard. This school was a lauchpad for my future. It had polished my
overall personality and now I feel that this school was much needed for me and today
whatever I am is just because of this school. Initially, I had come to know that the
top three students of each standard received the glass trophy which my friend had
received. I fell in love with it. It was like ‘love at 1st site’. Now I had decided that by
any chance, I should receive it. I worked hard for it and finally in 9th standard I came in
top 3 students and received it.
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Now came in the great ‘10th Standard’. Because I had come in top3 in 9th,
everyone’s expectation had raised up. I had studied for long hours. But
again I maintained balance between studies and other things. After coming
from school at 3:00PM, I used to sleep for half an hour and had my lunch
till 4:00PM. I used to start studying at 4:00PM and stop at 8:30PM. At
this time, I always had my dinner while watching ‘Tarak mehtra ka ooltah
chashamh’. Again I used to start at 9:00PM and go on till 11:30PM. This
used to be my routine school day in Grade 10. During the study leave in
the month of February I used to get up at 8:00AM (I was not an early
riser) and after breakfast, I used to start studying at 9:00AM and go on
till 1:30PM when I had my lunchPLEASE
at HELP
from
2:00PM till 8:30PM again I used
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to study and then after dinner, I used to sit till 1:00AM or 1:30AM. But in
Isabella’s!
my ½ and hour break, TV wasFriday,
really
important for me and I could not
May 23rd, 2:00pm
at Pine Tree Stadium
have continued studying wihout
February
23 Main TV.
Street Omaha,
Nebraska was an extensive month.
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But I wanted to do it for myself, my parents, my teachers and my
school.
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My teachers were really very hardworking. I remember a day when I had sat with my
geography teacher in the school till 7:00PM because I had a doubt. My teachers were
just a phone call away to ask a doubt even on the eve of the exams. This inspired me
to do something great. During my primary & secondary studies my mother gave an all
efforts and her brilliant support & utilizing her B.Sc. studies experience to teach me
throughout the complete academic education. My mother also takes care of my
health too & My Daddy always supportive in everything, specially he taught me
basic computer & commercial studies throughout the year. AndPLEASE
finally,
hard work
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bore fruits and I scored 98% in ICSE boards. And this year again I will receive the
glass trophy and this time even my parents will be awarded by the principal. So if
you ‘Dare to Dream’ you will surely achieve it someday.
Thank you all.
Unnati Shetye
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Unnati Shetye is Daughter of Sau. Sangeeta & Shri. Gajanan Shetye.
Shri Shetye is working in Accounts Section in Drilling Services at 11High.
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Hearty congratulations from Karmachari Sanghatana
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